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PINK FLOYD

30 GREATEST SONGS
CHosen BY DAVID GILMOUR
NICK MASON ★ PAUL WELLER
THE JESUS & MARY CHAIN AND MANY MORE
FEATURES

30 | ISAAC HAYES R.I.P.
Stack’s in-house genius, creator of the quintessential soundtrack ever, and soul man extraordinary. One of the all-time greats has left the building...

36 | PINK FLOYD
The sonic explorers’ 30 greatest songs, as voted for by David Gilmour, Nick Mason, fellow musicians, friends and famous fans, including Paul Weller, Jarvis Cocker, Wayne Coyne, Ice Cube, Jim Reid, Mick Rock, Robert Wyatt and more. With a foreword by Gilmour

50 | PUBLIC IMAGE LIMITED
A post-Pistols John Lydon, flat broke, facing legal battles and with bitter scores to settle. Oh yes, it’s the story of the making of “Public Image,” PIL’s incendiary first single—complete with studio punch-ups

54 | JENNY LEWIS
From her home in Laurel Canyon, the songwriting queen of L.A’s young boho set tells all about her journey from child actress to indie superstar—and reveals an uncertain future for Rilo Kiley

58 | JIMMIE HENDRICK
During 1968, the guitar lord of the rock aristocracy toured the States on a crazy, punishing schedule, creatively kicking against management and audience expectations alike. Uncertain to support bands, friends and employees to build a picture of a man determined to move forward with his music...

64 | TV ON THE RADIO
Loved by Bowie, Brooklyn’s influential art-rock savants have become one of America’s most radical bands. Now, they might have just made the decade’s best leftfield pop LP with ‘Dear Science

68 | QUEEN: ALBUM BY ALBUM
Brian May and Roger Taylor talk through the regal rockers’ vinyl CV, from faerie-felling to synth-funk. Cue stories of Freddie on the No. 5 bus, Sid Vicious in the studio, and clubbing in Munich...

72 | DAVID BOWIE
Hammersmith Odeon, July 3, 1973—Robert Ellis was there, amid the glamour and the heartbreak, to capture Ziggy’s spectacular final performance

REVIEWS

77 | A-Z OF RELEASES
Kings Of Leon, CSNY, Seasick Steve, Metallica, Mercury Rev, Lindsay Buckingham, John Martyn, Black Sabbath, Kevin Ayers and many more

94 | DEBUTS
Glasvegas

124 | MUSIC DVD
Peter Watkins’ surreal ‘60s satire “Privilege” punk drama “Ladies And Gentlemen, The Fabulous Stains

126 | FILM
Ben Stiller’s “Tropic Thunder”, Heavy Metal In Baghdad and more
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DAVID GILMOUR
“When I joined the band it looked like we wouldn’t be able to write any songs at all. It was 1970, that little different people love,” he recalls. “Pink Floyd’s magisterial guitar and de facto CEO in his intro to our cover story, starting p38. The recipient of the CBE, and, in 2008, an Honorary Novello award, he is also an experienced pilot. If you ever see a “lovely old bi-plane” wandering the skies, it just might be him...

ROBERT ELLIS
started out as a photographer in the Midlands in the late 60s, moonlighting on local newspapers while studying at college. In 1971, he was haunted by IMN, then enjoyed a brief tenure at Melody Maker, but was mainly touring with bands. In the 80s he founded RegaTone, which evolved into RegaTone.com in the 90s. Robert was at Ziggy Stardust’s last gig in 1973. See Snapshot, starting p72.

PAMELA LITKSY
enjoys a unique relationship with her subjects and her passion for music has left an indelible imprint on her work. Spontaneous, endearing, and intrinsically her environment, her portraits are immediately recognizable. She’s photographed numerous musicians including Johnny Rotten, Green Day, The Killers and Tom Petty. Her latest contribution to Uncut captures the ubiquitous Jenny Lewis, p54.
So, the Top 30 Pink Floyd songs. Hmm. When I joined, it sometimes never looked like we'd ever be able to write any songs at all, so to have 30 songs that different people love is something of an achievement, I suppose! Looking through the Pink Floyd songbook of the past 40 years surprises me sometimes. There are hundreds of songs, we go through lots of different styles of music, three different leaders and at least three different singers, and dozens of guests. But everything's linked by this collective psyche. When you're playing a Floyd song, there's a certain underground feel – it's difficult to define, but it's about texture, about atmosphere, about the use of space. It's rarely about the technical stuff.

I suppose there are several distinct stages in Pink Floyd's songwriting history. Obviously, there's the Syd era, which was before I joined. Then the second stage occurred in the years after he left, when we were all scrabbling around, trying to fill that Syd-shaped hole in the band and not knowing entirely what we were doing. We initially tried to write the quirky, well-structured pop songs that Syd wrote, but we couldn't. Then, quite by accident, we developed what we were good at – those spacey, atmospheric instrumentals. And then there's a third stage, where we started to turn those instrumentals into properly structured songs, and that hit a peak with Dark Side Of The Moon, Wish You Were Here and Animals. Then the stuff after Roger left is yet another stage.

On my first solo tour in 1985, I didn't want to do any Pink Floyd songs. I think I grudgingly did a version of 'Money', but the whole issue of playing old material was a bit sore. Nowadays, when I tour, both as a solo act and as one third of Pink Floyd, I'm happy to play Pink Floyd songs from every era of the band's history. There's an emphasis on my side of the songs – or mine and...